The measurement and lateral comparison of the peak torque caused by the fast abduction exercise of stretched upper extremities in normal and trained adults.
The maximal torque effect of the middle portion of action of the deltoid muscle while raising an out-stretched upper limb was measured from left and right sides of normal untrained young adults and of the same age elite athletes. Seventeen strongly right-handed untrained males and females and 10 elite tennis players were tested. All participants were required to raise (abduct) one arm (right and then left, or vice versa) as fast as possible with maximal amplitude while standing on an electronic platform scale which measured to 0.001 kg. An assumed force at the centre of mass of the entire upper limb was considered. The force consisted of two components, namely static weight force of the upper limb and a dynamic force component created by upward acceleration of the limb. Using regression equations and scaling methods the static weight of the upper limb was derived and combined with the dynamic component to produce the total force, applied to the centre of mass of the limb. The total force multiplied by the distance from the centre of mass to point of rotation of the limb equated to the torque produced by deltoid muscle. Using video system analyses the angle of abduction was measured for each individual exercise. The additional anthropometrical tests identified proportionality and body mass indices for each participant. There was no significant difference in dynamic force and torque between left and right limb from the three groups. Sportsmen demonstrated greater lateral abduction when performing the exercise from the dominant side of the body. Sportsmen also demonstrated greater range of abduction, bigger dynamic force and torque on both sides in comparison to untrained adults. Remarkably, the absolute and relative length of arms of athletes were shorter in comparison to untrained males, but the radius of gyration from the stretched upper limb (from its centre of gravity to the shoulder joint) were greater. This phenomenon may be due to distal shifting of the gravity center of the entire upper limb in elite athletes, perhaps, because greater investment of the distal portion of the limb with skeletal muscle tissue.